
Safer Than a Safety Pin,
Better Than a Button.

The First Multi-purpose Fastener 
for Home Decorating

Endless Indoor  
& Outdoor Uses

www.mymaggies.com

• no sewing
• simple to use 
• repositionable
• gentle on fabrics
• reusable & durable

Change a Look  
in a Snap

• hang curtains or screens  
• create partitions or privacy area  
• attach mosquito netting  
• hold down a tablecloth  
• add shade to an umbrella  
• extend an awning 
• hang signs or decorations 
• secure a slipcover  
• make any sheet fitted 

attach netting

close pillowcases

hang screens



for men’s & women’s apparel

Safer Than a Safety Pin, 
Better Than a Button.

Multi-purpose Fastener

invisibly fasten a tie • close a jacket • transform  
a wardrobe • hold down a tablecloth • close  
a pillow case • hang a decoration • secure a  
bed sheet • attach a hatband • create a fashion  
look • make any sheet fitted • shorten or alter 
a hemline • secure a scarf or shawl • shorten 
sleeves • position a furniture cover • hang or  
close curtains

Endless Uses

www.mymaggies.com

for indoor & outdoor use

• no sewing
• simple to use 
• repositionable
• gentle on fabrics
• reusable & durable

Change a Look  
in a Snap
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• Remove one ring from  
   the snap and slide it  
   behind the jacket
• Connect the Maggie Snap 
   to the ring on the outside  
   of the jacket
• Remove the second ring 
   from the magnet and place 
   it on top of the jacket
• Reverse steps to remove

How To  
Fasten a Jacket
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Each Maggie Snap  
includes 2 Rings  

and Magnet

Ultimate Fashion Fastener

How To  
Fasten a Tie

Remove one ring from the 
snap and slide it into the 
tie flap

Connect the Maggie Snap 
to the ring inside the tie

Remove the second ring 
from the magnet and 
place it underneath the 
button flap

Reverse steps to remove

www.mymaggies.com



Maggiesnaps are powerful magnets originally  
designed as a fashion accessory, providing  
countless ways to hold scarves, shawls and  
sarongs on the body. The ingenious yet simple  
approach pairs a round magnet with metal  
rings to hold multiple layers of fabric together.  
The magnets won’t damage even the most  
delicate fabric, they will not wear out or  
require special care.

Margaret Sinclair is an unassuming, behind-the-scenes  
entrepreneur and inventor who holds eight U.S. patents, all 
aimed at making life better in some way. A medical career 
that took her from Australia to the United States, Greece and 
England provided the impetus for her first design, a positioning 
product for premature babies. Seven U.S. patents quickly  
followed, all on devices for patient positioning to improve  
health and comfort. Simultaneously, she produced a  
successful line of women’s wear. 

After selling her business an attempt at retirement was perhaps 
her first failure: she un-retired after several years to solve  
women’s universal problem of securing wraps and scarves. 
Margaret’s resulting invention – a simple arrangement of  
magnets that both protects and holds even the thinnest fabrics 
– earned her the first patent for a no-sew textile fastener since 
the safety pin in 1849. Unsurprisingly, this winner of multiple 
business and inventing awards has expanded her magnet 
fasteners far beyond sarongs and stay-put shawls to keep a 
multitude of items securely in their place. Her 30 plus years  
of business experience has been invaluable for getting this 
new invention to the market. www.mymaggies.com

the story


